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Scope and Coverage
As of June 24, 2016 this website lists 7881 famous (and semi-famous) people
from various walks of life - entertainment, politics, sports, music, laws and
others. This site tracks whether famous people are still alive or whether they
have passed away.
It represents Birthdays Today, Died on this Date, Died in the last 6 months, Died
Before Age 30, People Alive Over 85, Lived to 100 and such other categories.
This website was created and developed in the US and focuses particularly on
people known in this country. Many of those people are Americans, but also
included are people from many other countries around the world. Decisions on
who to include are made on a case by case basis, but the person needs to be
known in the US.

Kind of Information

This website keeps track of whether famous people are dead or alive. The site
contains a lot of other information, but that's the one thing and everything is
built around that. The site lists people who have died "recently".
There are some symbols before indexing of every entry that represents -

There are two basic criteria for including people on the website. First, they have
to be famous for something. Second, they have to meet the age/date criteria.
The site tracks people who have been alive in the last 50 years. People who have
been dead longer than 50 years are considered closed cases for the purpose of
the site. The entry is represented likely--

Special Features
 This site is showing survey results and giving close-based questionnaires
to users for purpose of survey.
 It highlights dead or alive quizzes, put’em in order quizzes, guess the age
quizzes, two new quizzes, visitors stories, related links, RSS feed,
Statistics, Privacy policy, Advertising Info etc.

 With the standard search, there are also two type of searching that are
Search by date:

Combined Search:

 There is also provision for Fuzzy search: Normally, if an exact
match of a name is found, the profile for that person will be
displayed. To bypass that behaviour and to show all profiles that
contain a match for that name, one should click the Fuzzy search
box.
 Link to Wikipedia with every person’s biography.
 There is ‘send to friend’ link above each and every biography for
sending link of related biography and add personal message to
friend’s email.
 Suggestion can be made by any one through comment by clicking
option.

Arrangement Pattern
Alphabetical arrangement of entries is found there. For example, under
the alphabet “A” there are persons arranged by their surnames like:

It represents arrangement of persons by Birth days today, Died on this
date, Died in the last 6 months, Died before age 30, People alive over 85,
Lived to 100, By field, By sex, By cause of death, Random name,
Recently added profile etc. Category-wise arrangement (By Field) is
shown in alphabetical order. Person names under each category (within
By Field) are arranged in alphabetical sequence. Some screen shots are
given below for clear understanding:

In case of the People Alive Over 85 category, persons are arranged
according to their age.

Remarks

Comparable Tools

The site seems to favour the American people. Though for knowing the date of
birth and death of famous American people on various strata of life this site
works as a valuable tool, the extremely short nature of the biographical
information, lack of images of the persons add much to the woes of the users.

 Bio.(http://www.biography.com/)
 S9.com biographical dictionary ( http://s9.com/)
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